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Abstract. A system capable of monitoring its user’s mental workload can eva-
luate the suitability of its interface and interactions for user’s current cognitive 
status and properly change them when necessary. Galvanic skin response (GSR) 
and eye blinks are cognitive load measures which can be captured conveniently 
and at low cost. The present study has assessed multiple features of these two 
signals in classification of cognitive workload level. The experiment included 
arithmetic tasks with four difficulty levels and two types of machine learning 
algorithms have been applied for classification. Obtained results show that the 
studied features of blink and GSR can reasonably discriminate workload levels 
and combining features of the two modalities improves the accuracy of cogni-
tive load classification. We have achieved around 75% for binary classification 
and more than 50% for four-class classification. 
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1 Introduction 

Being continuously aware of user’s mental status is an important step in making  
intelligent systems interacting with people. Such systems can properly change their 
interface and interactions to match the imposing workload with the current working 
memory of their user. In this way, the optimum performance will be obtained and 
many human errors will be avoided. Therefore, it is necessary to measure mental load 
accurately and in real-time. 

Cognitive load is commonly used to refer to the load that performing a particular task 
imposes on the person’s cognitive system [19]. Different methods have been applied for 
quantifying cognitive workload; however, not all of them are useful for developing 
adaptable systems. Subjective (self-reporting) [18] and performance-based measurement 
[3] techniques have been widely used and, regarding implementation, are usually the 
most convenient methods. However, asking subjects to rate the experienced mental 
workload means several interruptions and distractions from performing the principal 
tasks. Moreover, both methods are post-task processing and can be done when the task 
is finished, thus are not useful for real-time cognitive load assessment. In contrast, hu-
man behaviors and physiological responses can continuously and non-intrusively dem-
onstrate user’s cognitive states while performing the intended task. 
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Several physiological signals have been used for cognitive load measurement: sig-
nals from heart [20], eye [27], brain [2, 12] and skin [17]. Galvanic skin response 
(GSR), which is electrical conductance of skin, is a low-cost, easily-captured, robust 
physiological signal. Previous studies have used skin conductance in detecting emo-
tions [15] or differentiating between stress and cognitive load conditions [16], and a 
few ones have found relations between GSR features and mental workload [17, 25]. 
Some others have tried but did not obtain satisfactory results for detecting cognitive 
load from GSR [7, 11]. 

Speech [10], pen input [21] and eye movements [5] are instances of behavioral sig-
nals used in cognitive load measurement. Eye activity can reveal valuable information 
about mental workload. In contrast with some eye based features (such as pupil dila-
tion) which can only be gathered through an expensive eye tracker, eye blink can be 
obtained with an acceptable accuracy through a conventional camera. Therefore it is a 
low-cost and easily-obtained signal which can be used for cognitive load measure-
ment. Some previous works have studied blink variations in regard to modality (visual 
versus acoustic) [13] or location (central versus peripheral) [6] of presenting stimuli. 
Another research has measured the blink rate in resting, reading and talking condi-
tions [1]. A few studies have examined blink features in two cognitive load levels and 
found them related with mental load level [5, 8].  

There are various application domains for cognitive load measurement, from brain-
computer interactions to air traffic control. However, in some domains such as driving 
and education it is essential to be able to measure this load at a low cost, with short 
preparation time and minor restriction of users’ movements. Considering that GSR 
and eye blink are suitable measures in such situations, in this paper we have explored 
features of these two signals captured during arithmetic experiments consisting of 
four cognitive load levels. We have assessed how useful every single feature is for 
classifying mental workload level and how combining features from the two signals 
affects the accuracy of cognitive load classification. 

Support vector machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayesian classifiers are two popular 
machine learning algorithms in human-computer interaction studies [14]. Some pre-
vious works have used SVM for recognizing drowsiness [28] or different emotions [9, 
22, 24] from physiological features. Naïve Bayesian classifiers have been used for 
detecting human emotions from facial expressions [23] or physiological signals [4, 9]. 
In this study, we have used these two types of classifiers for cognitive load classifica-
tion of GSR and blink features. 

2 Experiment 

The data was collected from thirteen healthy 24 to 35-year-old volunteers who signed 
consent forms before the experiment and were awarded with movie vouchers for their 
participation. The experiment included 8 arithmetic tasks with 4 difficulty levels. 
Each subject performed two trials of each task level and the whole eight trials were 
performed in a randomized order. In each task four numbers were shown one by one, 
each for three seconds. Subjects were supposed to add-up these four numbers and 
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select (by clicking the mouse using their right hand) the correct answer from three 
numbers which were next presented on the screen. First to fourth difficulty levels 
respectively included binary numbers (0 and 1), one-digit numbers, two-digit numbers 
and three-digit numbers. Before appearing the first number of each task, a slide con-
taining one, two or three ‘x’ symbols (according to the number of digits in the task) 
was presented for three seconds. There was no time limit for answering and the back-
ground was always black. There was a 6-second rest time between consecutive tasks. 
After finishing the experiment, subjects rated task difficulty levels in a questionnaire 
(ranging from 1 to 9). 

To collect galvanic skin response, the GSR device from ProComp Infiniti of 
Thought Technology Ltd was used and the sensors were attached to the subject’s left 
hand finger (all subjects were right-handed). The sampling frequency was 10Hz. Eye 
activity data was recorded with a remote eye tracker (faceLAB 4.5 of Seeing Ma-
chines Ltd) which operated at a sampling rate of 50Hz and continuously recorded eye 
data. A 21” LCD monitor and a usual computer mouse were used for presenting the 
tasks and obtaining user inputs. 

3 Cognitive Load Measurement 

Figure 1 shows the average subjective ratings of the task difficulty levels. One-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the self-reporting scores showed a highly signifi-
cant difference between task levels (F3,48=108.63, p<0.05). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Subjective rating of task difficulty levels 

We also examined the response time for each task. By response time we mean the 
time between disappearing the last (fourth) number of the task and selecting the 
answer. Average response time of all subjects for each task difficulty level are shown 
in Figure 2. It can be seen that response time has a direct relation with the task 
difficulty level: harder tasks take longer response time. Results of ANOVA test on 
response time of different task levels are significant (F3,48=62.59, p<0.05). These ob-
servations about subjective rating and response time show that the designed tasks 
have effectively manipulated the cognitive load. 
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Fig. 2. Response time for each task difficulty level (milliseconds) 

Two GSR and two blink features were calculated for each task: 

• accumulative GSR (summation of GSR values over task time) 
• GSR power spectrum (frequency power) 
• blink number (number of blinks in the task) 
• blink rate (number of blinks in the task divided by task time) 

The time between appearing the first number and inputting the answer was consi-
dered as the task time in which every feature was computed. We observed that GSR 
and blink values are highly subjective, that is they differ from person to person. In 
order to omit the subjective differences, we calibrated each feature of task j of partici-
pant i by dividing it by the average of all similar features of all tasks of that subject: calibrated_feature(i,j)=  ( , )∑ ( , )   (1) 

where m is the number of tasks (m=8). Furthermore, we averaged each feature be-
tween tasks with same difficulty levels for each subject. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
average values of the studied (calibrated) features in the four task levels. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Average GSR features of all subjects for the four task levels: accumulative GSR (left), 
GSR frequency power (right) 
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Fig. 4. Average blink features of all subjects for the four task levels: blink number (left), blink 
rate (right) 

One-way ANOVA test was applied to statistically evaluate cognitive load level 
discrimination of each feature. Table 1 represents the results of statistical analysis 
(ANOVA test) of the studied features for four task difficulty levels. As can be seen, 
the results are significant for all four features. 

Table 1. ANOVA results of features for four task difficulty levels 

Feature Results 

Accummulative GSR F3,48 = 7.22, p < 0.05 

GSR Frequency Power F3,48 = 4.07, p < 0.05 

Blink Number F3,48 = 3.37, p < 0.05 

Blink Rate F3,48 = 3.22, p < 0.05 

4 Cognitive Load Classification 

In this study, support vector machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayes classifiers were ap-
plied for cognitive load classification. For every feature, we have examined two- and 
four-class classification while the former means considering levels one and two as 
low load and levels three and four as high load. The cross validation method was 
leave-one-subject-out. In other words, in each round the classifier was trained by the 
data of the all subjects except one and data of the remaining subject was used for 
testing. The classification accuracies of all rounds were averaged. 

Tables 2 to 5 show the cognitive load classification accuracies of the single features 
for two and four classes. Results of all features are reasonable, GSR features outperform 
blink features in two-class classification and results of blink number are better than 
those of blink rate. It is also worth mentioning that in most cases the two types of clas-
sifiers have very near or even similar (Table 4) performances on the single features. The 
largest difference is in classifying by use of accumulative GSR (Table 2) where classifi-
cation accuracies of Naïve Bayes learners are about 5% higher than those of SVM in 
both 2-class and 4-class classifications. 
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Table 2. Classification accuracies of accummulative GSR 

Classification Algorithm 2-Class Classification 4-Class Classification 

SVM 66.4% 34.6% 

Naïve Bayes 71.2% 40.4% 

Table 3. Classification accuracies of GSR frequency power 

Classification Algorithm 2-Class Classification 4-Class Classification 

SVM 66.4% 37.5% 

Naïve Bayes 65.4% 35.6% 

Table 4. Classification accuracies of blink number 

Classification Algorithm 2-Class Classification 4-Class Classification 

SVM 62.5% 40.0% 

Naïve Bayes 62.5% 40.0% 

Table 5. Classification accuracies of blink rate 

Classification Algorithm 2-Class Classification 4-Class Classification 

SVM 57.5% 31.3% 

Naïve Bayes 55.0% 32.5% 

In the next step, we examined cognitive load classification using combinations of 
GSR and blink features. The combination of blink number and GSR frequency power 
resulted in the highest classification accuracies which can be seen in Table 6. Com-
parison with tables 3 and 4 reveals that combining blink number and GSR frequency 
power improves the classification accuracy in both two- and four-class classifications 
up to about 10% in the former and 16% in the latter. It can be observed that for com-
bination of the two modalities (Table 6), similar to single feature cognitive load clas-
sifications, the classification accuracies of SVM and Naïve Bayes classifiers are close. 

Table 6. Classification accuracies of blink number + GSR frequency power 

Classification Algorithm 2-Class Classification 4-Class Classification 

SVM 71.5% 53.6% 

Naïve Bayes 75.0% 50.0% 
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5 Conclusion 

We have applied classification algorithms on blink and GSR features and combinations 
of them. Accumulative GSR, power spectrum of GSR, blink number and blink rate were 
significantly distinctive and had reasonable accuracies in both two- and four-class clas-
sification of cognitive load using support vector machines and naïve Bayes classifiers. 
Combining GSR and blink features improved the classification accuracy. As our next 
step towards fully automated and more precise cognitive load detection, we will apply 
automatic feature selection (e.g. [26]) of physiological cognitive measures. 
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